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“On our arrival the men approached us one
by one and welcomed us with huge smiles
and handshakes, often followed by big hugs.
We could smell the sweat on them and knew
many hadn’t bathed in days… There was no
electricity in the house where we assembled,
and blankets covered the windows to prevent
unwanted observation. Apart from a little
sunlight leaking at the edges of the window
coverings, candles provided the only light.
For the next few hours we were transported
into a world few have experienced…“
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Brother Andrew, the founder of Open Doors,
attends a Secret Church meeting in Afghanistan
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Could you travel into the world of the Secret Church?
Could you put on a Secret Church service for your community?
Are you ready to wake up to the reality of extreme persecution?

Open Doors UK
PO Box 6, Witney
Oxon OX29 6WG
T: 01993 777300
E: inspire@opendoorsuk.org
I: www.opendoorsuk.org
Registered Charity in England and Wales No. 1125684 © Open Doors 2014

IMAGINE A CITY...

An East African city. Hot and dusty,
bustling, alive with noise.
Imagine a building. A house.
Inconspicuous. Nothing much
to look at.

Imagine people arriving at that house.
Men and women. They arrive at intervals,
one by one.
Go closer. Imagine the door. Knock on it.
It opens a crack. A suspicious face looks
you up and down. A nod of recognition.
You are allowed to enter.
Imagine a room. It is cool and dark.
The windows are covered. The noises
from the street outside sound a world
away. There are others with you. You
take a seat on the floor. The leader looks
around. When everyone is settled, he
pulls out a piece of paper, unfolds it and
starts to read. It is a message from the
underground movement’s leader. You
discuss what it says. Some people share
Bible verses from memory (although
some members of your group own
Bibles, nobody dares to bring one with
them – being caught carrying a Bible
means certain death.)
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You cannot meet very often, and not for
long. Today a new believer has joined
your network. You exchange names and
telephone numbers. But you have to
memorise them. Nothing gets written
down. No evidence to show that you
know each other should one of you be
captured.
The meeting draws to a close. Careful not
to raise suspicion, everyone leaves the
meeting as they came – at intervals, one
by one.
Imagine following Jesus in such a
place. But this place is real. The city is
Mogadishu, capital of Somalia. And this
is reality for the growing number of
underground Somali Christians.
People like Nishan.* When he told his
family that he had become a follower
of Jesus they locked him in a dark room
on their roof for 13 days without any
food. His sister secretly brought him
meals. Eventually his mother persuaded
Nishan’s father to talk to him.
Now Nishan goes to the mosque like
everyone else. But secretly, in his heart,
he prays to ‘Isa al Masih’ – Arabic for
‘Jesus Christ’. He knows of 16 other secret
believers who meet at the mosque and
call themselves followers of Isa al Masih.
And when he can, he joins with others as,
one by one, they make their way to that
nondescript house...

*Name changed for security reasons

WAKE UP

TO EXTREME PERSECUTION
Imagine it’s 5 AM. You’re asleep in the darkness.
Suddenly your phone buzzes. You wake up, read the
message. It’s not long – just a time and a location. But you
know what it means.
Quickly, you get up, get dressed, leave the house. Dawn
is breaking as you go to the place mentioned in the text
message.
Then you spot the sign. A symbol chalked on a doorway.
This is the place.
Inside it is dim. Candles on the tables, the windows
blacked out with blankets and sheets.
You see, in the candlelight, that you are not alone. Others
have found their way to this place as well.
The clock reaches the appointed time. Silence falls.
And then a voice...
“Thank you for coming. Welcome to Secret Church.”

Secret Church is a powerful, interactive
worship experience that will help you
to journey deeper into the world of the
persecuted church.
Designed for both youth and adult
groups, it’s an inspiring introduction
to the real-life worship of persecuted
believers around the world. Whatever
your Christian community – a church
congregation, a youth group, a home
group, Christian Union, Bible study group
– the Secret Church resource will wake
you up to the reality of persecution.

And when we say ‘wake up,’ we mean it!
Because, to add to the air of authenticity,
we’re suggesting you meet at dawn and
in a secret location – just like so many of
our church family have to do around the
world.
Of course, you can meet at any time. But
the reality of church for millions of people
in the world is that in order to meet safely
they have to remain hidden. They rise
early and meet in hidden places.
What would we learn about our faith if,
just for once, we did the same?
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PART ONE

Ten steps to holding your Secret Church
Before the day
1. CHOOSE A DATE AND TIME. You
can choose whatever time you like. But
we think a dawn service – or a very late
night one – will present a real challenge
and give a memorable insight into the
lives of secret Christians.
“I meet with the others at night, from
midnight to two o’clock. We do this
because of safety reasons, but also
because most of us work during daytime.”
Pasha, an Iranian secret believer

2. FIND A VENUE. Find somewhere
unexpected. Somewhere out of the
way. Get creative. Hold your Secret
Church meeting in a barn, in a field, in
some woods. Is there a basement or
cellar you can use? Or a disused shop?
Whatever the case, choose somewhere
no one else would notice.

Ideas for interesting
venues are on p.6
“I used to meet up with another lady
high in the mountains. One day we were
singing and all of a sudden a young guy
stood behind us. We gave him some food
and drinks and then he left. On the way
back we could only pray he would not
report us. Thank God, he didn’t.”
Hea Woo, a North Korean Christian,
spent years in a labour camp because
she was a Christian

3. SPREAD THE RUMOURS. Tell people
what is happening. This is where you
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have to excite people about the event.
You will probably want to tell them
when it is happening, but not where. In
this pack you’ll find posters to help you
promote the event. For more resources
to help get people excited, go to
www.opendoorsuk.org/secretchurch.
4. CREATE A SECRET CHURCH
NETWORK. Because people don’t know
where it is happening, you will have
to find a way to keep them informed.
Maybe you do it by email. Maybe you
do it by text. (In many parts of the world
Christians cannot publicly advertise
their meetings. Instead they use mobile
phones, or even word of mouth.) Maybe
you set up a chain of communication,
so A tells B who tells C who tells… well,
you get the idea. But you need a way of
contacting people nearer the time.
5. PUT TOGETHER YOUR SECRET
CHURCH SERVICE. Choose which ideas
you are going to include in your service.

Ideas for creating your Secret
Church event are on pp. 8-13
6. PREPARE THE VENUE. Finally the
time comes to get the venue ready. Do
you need sheets on the windows? A
secret sign on a doorway or gate?

Ideas for transforming your
venue into a Secret Church
are on p.7

After the event
7. WAKE UP THE NETWORK! Use SMS,
email or phone to tell people where to
meet. If you’re doing the dawn service
you may want to text them on the
morning itself and literally wake them
up! Or perhaps you send out an email
the night before. Tell them where you
want them to go and what sign to look
out for. You might tell them to go to a
street and look for the sign…

10. DON’T KEEP IT A SECRET! Tell
people what you’ve done. After the
service feel free to let the secret out. Tell
the world what you’ve just experienced.
Tweet it. YouTube it. Facebook it.
Release your surveillance footage (see
p.7). How did you feel? What did God
say? One of the best ways in which we
can serve the persecuted, Secret Church
is to tell the world that it exists!

On the day
8. WORSHIP IN SECRET. Those
attending come together for worship.
You might sing hymns silently, memorise
Bible verses, share communion using
fruit or honey. These are the kinds
of things that secret Christians do to
worship under the radar.
9. IDENTIFY WITH THE SECRET
CHURCH. At the end of the service
worshippers will be given a Secret
Church ID Card. This will help them to
identify with the Secret Church and
challenge them to go deeper. This pack
also contains a leaflet suggesting ways
in which your church can support secret
Christians around the world.
You’ll find some sample ID Cards in
this pack. To order more, simply contact
Open Doors and tell us how many you
need.

Contact details to order more
resources are on p.14

Dawn service
not for you?
You can hold your Secret Church
service at any time and anywhere.
And it’s up to you how much of a
secret you want to make it! We’ve
included two posters for you to use:
one if you want to give full details,
and the other if you want to just put
up a name, or a contact number or
email.
But wherever and whenever you
meet, try to make the experience as
much like Secret Church as possible.
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Part TWO

Creating your Secret Church venue
Around the world secret Christians meet in all kinds of locations.
Indoors. Most members of the hidden church meet in homes or apartments. We have
heard stories of Christians meeting in half-finished buildings on abandoned building
sites. Some gather in restaurants and make it look like they are sharing an ordinary meal.
Outdoors. In places like North Korea, they might meet out in the open, in fields, or
up a mountain – anywhere to get away from the oppressive surveillance. In one
country in South East Asia they pretended to be having a picnic, and then used the
nearby waterfalls for an impromptu baptism!

Preparing the venue
When you have your venue, it’s time to
make it secure.
Give people a sign
Put up some kind of sign so that people
know this is the place. You can use
whatever sign you like, but we’d like it if
it was the Open Doors logo! And, after
all, the fish is an ancient church symbol.
Here you go.

Choosing the venue
You have two options here:
• Close your church and use a different venue for the occasion
• Convert your church to give it more of a ‘Secret Church’ kind of feel.
Here are some places you could consider meeting:
•
•
•
•
•

stable or farm building
field
in the woods
disused shop
garage or lockup

•
•
•
•
•

basement or cellar
attic
shed
coffee shop
a partially built house.

Make sure your location is safe and make sure you gain permission. We want you
to experience something of the nature of Secret Church, but maybe not by being
arrested or injured!

Close the church Want to send out a message? Close the
church. Get some of that ‘NO ENTRY’ tape and put it across the doors.
Put signs up saying ‘CHURCH CLOSED. By Order.’ Then have subtle
clues to redirect people where they have to go. Maybe they have to
use another door. Maybe it’s in a different building altogether.
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Draw it in chalk or pin it to the doorway
or near where your Secret Church is
going to meet.

We’re
watching
you
Many secret Christians are under
surveillance. If you can, have a
member of ‘security’ covertly
filming or photographing the
whole event. After the event turn
it into your own promotional video
and share it. Maybe through your
stories, others will host their own
Secret Church experience.

And then get busy...
• Blackout the windows. Pull the
curtains. If there are no curtains,
then put up sheets or blankets.
Make sure no one can see in.
• Use candles or low light. We
don’t want the neighbours to see
anything.
• Don’t put chairs out. Have people
sit on the floor.
• If you’re holding communion, use
a coffee table or a box as a simple
table.

Worship
unplugged
Whatever venue
you choose, keep
it all low-tech. Even if you are
using a big venue, keep the
music unplugged. Do not use
any form of amplification. Use
a small number of instruments.
Maybe even sing everything
unaccompanied or in whispers.
Secret Church services try their
hardest NOT to be overheard.
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PART THREE

Putting together your Secret Church Service
You can arrange your Secret Church service how you like – we’re sure that every
event will be different! But here is a suggested outline.

Service outline

4. REFLECT
Round up the service with a short reflection on the life of persecuted Christians or
simply discuss how people are feeling. Has this experience given them an insight
into the lives of secret Christians? Has God spoken to them in this time? What will
they take away from this service?
A talk outline and other resources are available at
www.opendoorsuk.org/secretchurch

1. OPEN THE DOORS
• Put a guard on the door. Everyone who comes has to be checked. Should you
allow them in?
• Have everyone hand in their mobile phones or make sure they are turned off.
• Keep your voices low. We don’t want the neighbours to hear anything, either.
2. WELCOME
Start with a brief explanation of what is going on. Read the story of the Secret Church in
Somalia from p.2. Ask people to join with you in imagining their way into the world of
the Secret Church. Because that is now where they are.
3. WORSHIP
Pick which activities you are going to do from the list on pp. 10-13. They are grouped
under three categories: Bible, worship and prayer. How many you include is up to you
and will depend on your time. You don’t have to use them all – and you are welcome to
invent your own. But we would like you to end by handing out the ID Cards. After
all, the purpose of this event is to identify more with the persecuted church!

In and Out?

Some events are better for indoor Secret Church, others for outdoor locations.
And some work well for both! We’ve indicated when the ideas work best
indoors or outdoors – but feel free to tailor these ideas to your venue.

Action Stations Some events are good for everyone to do together.
Others would work better as prayer stations. There’s no need to rigidly
structure this section if you don’t need to. You could simply set up the Secret
Church prayer stations at your venue in advance and let people move from
one to another at their own pace.
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Secret Film
Obviously real Secret Church meetings don’t have video
facilities! But after the main event you could show a
video telling the story of a secret Christian. Check out the
resources at www.opendoorsuk.org/secretchurch
5. IDENTIFY
If you are able, please support your persecuted church family.
Please consider taking an offering. Individuals can use the Gift Aid envelope, or you
may want to support secret Christians using the Church Donation Form in this pack.
Please remember they need our help.
At the end of the service give everyone a Secret Church ID Card.
•

Pass out the Open Doors Secret Church ID Cards.

•

Using an inkpad, have people make a thumbprint on their ID Card. By doing so
they choose to identify with and commit to pray for their persecuted brothers
and sisters.

•

The card also includes some options
to help people go deeper with their
involvement in the persecuted
church.
We’ve included some sample cards
in the pack. You can order more by
phone, email or by post. Contact details
to order more resources are on p.14.
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PART FOUR

Ideas for your Secret Church service
Read the Bible the
Secret Church way
1. Memorise the Bible	
[indoors/outdoors]
In Afghanistan possessing a Bible is difficult
and dangerous, so believers memorise
the Scriptures. In Vietnam, one group of
Christians had such a shortage of Bibles
that they had to prove how much they
really wanted one by learning Psalm 119 off
by heart – a total of 176 verses! Even then
that only got them on the waiting list.
So… print out some verses from the
Bible. People simply have to memorise a
verse and then write it out from memory.
And when they’ve done that …
2. Create a sock Bible			
[indoors/outdoors]
In North Korea if a believer is caught in
possession of a Bible, it means detention in
one of the country’s many horrific labour
camps. Some Christians have ‘sock Bibles’ –
small Bibles which secret believers can hide
down their socks.
So… those who have written out a
memory verse have to hide it down their
socks. Or perhaps they might like to copy
out a longer piece of Scripture.
3. Speak in code			
[indoors/outdoors]
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In some Muslim countries, Christians are
forbidden from using the word ‘Allah’ to
describe God. In North Korea it is dangerous
to use certain normal Christian terms.
So… in pairs tell one another how
you became a Christian. But obey the
following rules.
Do NOT use

Use INSTEAD

Jesus		

The One

God 		

Our Father

Bible/Scripture/
Word of God

The book

Church

Family

Prayer		

Talking to Father

Then discuss how easy or hard you found
it. What would life be like if you couldn’t
use these ordinary words?

Worship the
Secret Church way
4. Silent hymn singing
[indoors/outdoors]
In many places, when Christians meet in
houses, they worship in silence for fear of
their neighbours hearing them. So they
‘sing’ without actually making a sound.
So… pass round the words of a hymn.
‘Sing’ it together, but as silently as
possible.
5. Contain yourself	
[indoors/outdoors]
In Eritrea, secret believers have been
imprisoned in disused shipping containers
in the desert, where the temperature can
reach 40 degrees Celsius. And yet still they
sing hymns and worship songs.
So… using rope or tape on the floor or
chairs, mark out a rectangle the size of a
shipping container. Make it 8ft wide, and
either 20ft or 40ft long. Then everyone
gather together in there. Now sing a
hymn. Just like Eritrean believers do.
6. Secret Church Communion	
[indoors/outdoors]
In North Korea, Holy Communion can
be practised only once or twice a year in
remote areas. Bread and wine are rarely
available so they use biscuits, or fruit and
juice. Some Vietnamese Christian prisoners
told how they shared Communion using
‘food and honey to represent the bread
and wine’.

So… celebrate Communion using nontraditional elements. Use crackers and
fruit juice, or a biscuit dipped in honey. Or
tear and share flatbread and dip it in olive
oil. And remember those who remember
Jesus in the best way that they can.

Pray the
Secret Church way
7. Secret Church baptism		
[indoors/outdoors]
In one church in North Africa believers
were baptised in the bathroom. Some
are baptised in a pond. Sometimes they
set up an inflatable paddling pool for the
occasion.
So… have a paddling pool nearby filled
with water. Or, if you’re in a house, you
could fill a bath. One by one, individuals
take off their shoes and socks and step
into the water. Stand there for a moment
and pray for those who have made the
courageous and dangerous step into
faith. (Have a towel handy to dry the feet
afterwards!)
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11. Secret Sound Effects		
[indoors]
Many Christians live their lives against a
background hum of fear. They fear the
knock on the door, the siren in the street.
They live in places where the air is filled
with the noise of other kinds of worship.

8. Café prayer				
[indoors]
In North Africa, Christians gather in a café
and chat to one another. Only they are not
chatting, but praying. It looks like they are
just having an ordinary conversation – eyes
open, people nodding and agreeing. But
they are praying in such a way that the
group doesn’t attract attention.
So… pray for the Secret Church but don’t
make it look like you’re praying. Set up
a table with some chairs. Serve coffee –
or maybe glasses of tea as drunk in the
North African cafés. Now have a prayer
conversation.
9. Silent pairs 			
[outdoors]
In North Korea ‘church’ can consist of two
people standing next to each other, praying
silently. Sometimes one of them will share a
Bible verse at the end, but that will be all.
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So… stand in pairs and pray silently. After
a set period, change partners and repeat
the exercise. Just stand next to each
other, saying nothing, praying in your
hearts.
10. Hide the leaders			
[indoors]
In North Korea the government insist that
every citizen must have images of their
leaders in every home. Before praying,
North Korean Christians ‘cover the portraits
of the leaders on the wall and then we kneel
down in a circle. We pray for strength and
endurance’.
So… print out a picture of Kim Jong-Un
or other leaders of countries where the
church is persecuted. Stick them on the
walls of your venue. Then cover them up
and kneel in prayer.
You can find images of leaders at
www.opendoorsuk.org/
secretchurch

So… play the sounds of the Secret
Church. We’ve prepared a montage of
sounds to create the atmosphere of life
in countries where Christians are hidden.
You can either play it to everyone in the
venue, or you can put it on mp3 players
with headphones, so that people can
listen to it as individuals. Listeners pray, as
they imaginatively enter into the world of
the persecuted church.
You’ll find the audio montage at
www.opendoorsuk.org/
secretchurch
12. Turn the radio on		
[indoors]
For believers in remote or closed
countries, the only church they have
is the church of the airwaves: church
services on radio.
So… play an excerpt from a Christian
radio programme which is broadcast to
secret believers. You may not understand
the language, but as you listen, pray for
those for whom this is the only church
they know.
You’ll find the clip from the radio
programme at www.opendoorsuk.
org/secretchurch
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•

send an email to
secretchurch@opendoorsuk.org

•

call us on 01993 777300

•

write to us free of charge at:
Open Doors UK & Ireland,
Freepost OF582, PO Box 6,
Witney, OX29 6WG

Maestro/Switch

Maestro/Switch

:

M M

To order more copies of the ID Card or
more gift aid envelopes, just let us know
how many you need and where to send
them to. Here’s how to get in touch:

Issue
number:

Signature:

Name
on card:
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future, until I
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ns.
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will
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£10 given).

Don’t forget you can order more copies of the pack, as well as
find lots of resources and information on the Secret Church website:
www.opendoorsuk.org/secretchurch
You’ll find:
•
•
•

stories
promotional videos
a talk outline

•
•
•

downloadable materials
social media graphics
and much, much more.

ABOUT OPEN DOORS
Open Doors is an international ministry serving persecuted Christians and churches
worldwide. We supply Bibles, leadership training, literacy programmes, livelihood
support and advocacy services. We also seek to mobilise the church in the UK &
Ireland to serve Christians living under religious persecution through both prayer and
action.
Open Doors originated in 1955, when a young Dutchman known as ‘Brother Andrew’
started smuggling Bibles across the Iron Curtain to the persecuted church. Today
Open Doors serves millions of persecuted Christians in over 50 countries – including
some of the most dangerous places in the world.
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